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38 Abstract

39 Humans generate categories from complex regularities evolving across even imperfect sensory

40 input. Here, we examined the possibility that incidental experiences can generate lasting

41 category knowledge. Adults practiced a simple visuomotor task not dependent on acoustic

42 input. Novel categories of acoustically complex sounds were not necessary for task success but

43 aligned incidentally with distinct visuomotor responses in the task. Incidental sound category

44 learning emerged robustly when within-category sound exemplar variability was closely yoked to

45 visuomotor task demands and was not apparent in the initial session when this coupling was

46 less robust. Nonetheless, incidentally acquired sound category knowledge was evident in both

47 cases one day later, indicative of offline learning gains and, nine days later, learning in both

48 cases supported explicit category labeling of novel sounds. Thus, a relatively brief incidental

49 experience with multi-dimensional sound patterns aligned with behaviorally relevant actions and

50 events can generate new sound categories, immediately after the learning experience or a day

51 later. These categories undergo consolidation into long-term memory to support robust

52 generalization of learning, rather than simply reflecting recall of specific sound-pattern

53 exemplars previously encountered. Humans thus forage for information to acquire and

54 consolidate new knowledge that may incidentally support behavior, even when learning is not

55 strictly necessary for performance.

56
57
58
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59 Introduction
60
61 The sensory information that conveys everyday objects and events tends to be multidimensional

62 and probabilistic; often no single sensory cue is sufficient for guiding behavior. For example,

63 edible mushrooms may tend to have a typical shape, or smell, or color but none of these cues,

64 on its own, may be entirely diagnostic of a safe meal. To generate categories, imperfect and

65 complex regularities present in the sensory input must be extracted and learned, but this

66 knowledge then needs to be consolidated into long-term memory to be called upon to guide

67 behavior when encountering novel objects and events with similar properties.

68

69 Natural environments add to this challenge because learning tends to proceed across multiple

70 simultaneously present forms of sensory input, typically with no explicit instruction or feedback

71 as a guide to what is relevant or important. Under these conditions, individuals may be unaware

72 that categories exist or that category decisions are called for. Yet, most studies have examined

73 category learning under conditions in which learners overtly direct attention to explicit category

74 decisions and receive feedback about the correctness of their decisions (1-10).

75

76 However, there is ample evidence that category learning can proceed even under incidental

77 conditions when the regularities underlying sensory input categories align with successful

78 behavior on a primary task ostensibly unrelated to a need for categorization. Adult listeners are

79 capable of generating multidimensional auditory (11-16) and phonetic speech (13, 17)

80 categories when auditory categories incidentally align with successful behavior in a visuomotor

81 task (i.e., when the task can be completed without recourse to the auditory input). Moreover,

82 this incidentally acquired auditory category knowledge can generalize to encompass novel

83 category exemplars and has been shown to draw on cortical and cortico-striatal networks

84 associated with speech-related category expertise (12, 18, 19); this supports the notion that
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85 incidental auditory category learning draws upon internal feedback associated with success in

86 the primary task (19, 20). Yet, although such incidental learning is well-attested (11, 13, 15, 17,

87 21-23), we understand very little about the consolidation, retention, and generalization of

88 category learning under the incidental learning conditions that characterize most natural

89 learning environments.

90

91 Here, we examine whether and how auditory categories that align, incidentally, with visuomotor

92 task demands can lead to long-term auditory category knowledge. We capitalize upon previous

93 studies showing that auditory categories can be generated during the performance of a simple

94 visuomotor target detection task – the Systematic Multimodal Association Reaction Time

95 (SMART) task (11). In the SMART task participants practice the rapid detection of a visual

96 target in one of four possible screen locations and report its position by pressing a key

97 corresponding to the visual location (Figure 1). A brief sequence of sounds, ostensibly unrelated

98 to the simple demands of detecting the suprathreshold visual target, precedes each visual

99 target. Unknown to participants, the sounds are drawn from one of four distinct nonspeech

100 sound categories (Figure 1a; Wade & Holt, 2005). Thus, there is a multimodal (auditory

101 category to visual location/response) correspondence that relates the different exemplars of a

102 specific sound category to a consistent visual target location and response – a many-to-one

103 mapping. The sound categories predict the visual target’s location and the action required to

104 complete the visual detection task. Incidentally learning to treat the acoustically variable sounds

105 as functionally equivalent (and predictive of the upcoming location of a visual target) thus may

106 facilitate visual detection. Overt sound categorization decisions are not required and explicit

107 feedback about category membership to direct learning is not provided. The SMART task

108 therefore makes it possible to investigate how participants learn auditory categories incidentally

109 during the practice of a visuomotor task.

110
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111 We first addressed the contributions of the visuomotor task demands (task practice without

112 sounds) to within-session, online gains in task performance and tested for putative offline (post-

113 session) learning gains, the processes that occur in the immediate post-learning interval after

114 training has ended, and their long-term retention. We next addressed the possibility that a post-

115 learning consolidation phase follows incidental auditory category learning (practice that includes

116 incidental experience with the sounds), and that category knowledge can be retained and serve

117 the categorization of novel stimuli. The underlying motivation was to examine the potential for a

118 theoretical bridge for considering incidental category learning in the light of accounts of task-

119 relevant perceptual and motor skill mastery; delayed (offline) gains in task performance and

120 their retention are considered a behavioral expression of memory consolidation processes (24)

121 and signature indicators of the establishment of robust and efficient long-term “how to” memory

122 representations (24-28).

123

124 Results

125

126 Offline Gains Are Evident in a Simple Visuomotor Task. Exp 1 examined performance gains

127 attained with practice with the visuomotor aspects of the SMART task (no acoustic stimuli;

128 Figure 1C). To this end, participants reported the location of an above-threshold visual target as

129 quickly and accurately as possible. Response time (RT) to detect the target was stable across

130 the first 8 blocks of training on Day-1 [F (7, 147) = .76, p = .61; ηp² = .03; Figure 2A], indicating

131 no significant task-driven online learning on Day-1. However, RT to respond to the visual target

132 in the first block of Day-2 (Block 9, M = 437.8 ms, SE = 11.2 ms) was significantly faster

133 compared to the final block of Day-1 (Block 8, M = 481.4 ms, SE = 14.2 ms), indicative of offline

134 learning gains in visuomotor task performance [t(21) = -3.83, p = .001, Cohen’s d = -.81]. This

135 facilitation in the speed of reporting the visual target did not come at a cost to accuracy (see
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136 Appendix 1) and, moreover, was robustly maintained across a nine-day interval [final block of

137 Day-2, M = 449.29 ms, SE = 12.06 ms, to the first block of Day-10, M = 437.15 ms, SE = 11.32

138 ms; t(1, 21) = -1.79, p = .08; Cohen’s d=-.38]. This establishes a significant facilitation of RT

139 arising from practice of the visuomotor task, per se, that must be considered in interpreting how

140 incidental auditory category learning proceeds when the auditory stimuli are introduced in the

141 SMART task.

142

143 Incidental Auditory-Category Learning and Consolidation Gains are Dependent on

144 Alignment of Within-Category Exemplar Variability with Visuomotor Task Demands. We

145 next examined auditory category learning across two variations of the SMART task. Based on

146 prior research, each was expected to lead to robust incidental category learning in a single

147 SMART training session, although to different degrees (Figure 1C; Gabay et al., 2015). This

148 allowed us to examine whether less robust online learning gains achieved in a single training

149 session may nonetheless be robustly expressed after a period of delay (Day-2, Day-10)

150 permitting offline learning gains and consolidation (See 24, 29-31).

151

152 Exp 2 and Exp 3 differed only in the assignment of auditory category exemplars to visuomotor

153 trials (Figure 1C). In each experiment, five acoustic stimuli preceded the appearance of the

154 visual target in one of the four locations and participants quickly reported the target location.

155 The auditory category from which these acoustic stimuli were drawn perfectly predicted the

156 location of the upcoming visual target (except in the Random Blocks 7, 10 and 13 that were

157 used to test the cost of disrupting this regularity). In Exp 2, a single auditory category exemplar

158 was repeated 5 times in advance of the visual target. In Exp 3, five unique auditory exemplars

159 drawn from a single auditory category were presented in random order prior to the visual target.

160 Although the experiments did not differ in the number of times each sound exemplar was

161 encountered, within-category exemplar variability was experienced on a between-trial basis in
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162 Exp 2 whereas within-category exemplar variability was experienced in each trial in Exp 3. Prior

163 research examining a single session demonstrated superior incidental learning when exemplar

164 variability was experienced within-trials as in Exp 3, compared across trials in Exp 2 (Gabay et

165 al., 2015).

166

167 Response time cost (RT Cost) served as the primary measure of incidental auditory category in

168 each session (Day-1, Day-2, Day-10; Figure 1B). The logic of this measure is that the extent to

169 which participants have learned auditory categories and exploit them to guide visuomotor

170 behavior (i.e., as predictors of the upcoming visual target location) will manifest as a cost --- a

171 slowing of visuomotor response -- when the association between the auditory categories and

172 the target locations is eliminated (Random Blocks 7, 10, and 13; Figure 1B). RT Cost is a

173 ‘covert’ measure of incidental category learning because participants are unaware that they are

174 being tested for their (implicit) accounting for the auditory categories. There is no requirement

175 for attention to the sounds, category decisions, or labeling. Importantly, because there was no

176 simple sound-to-location mapping in either Exp 2 or Exp 3, RT Cost depends upon incidentally

177 learning to rely upon auditory categories to support performance in the visuomotor task.

178

179 We first examined RT Cost on Day-1 by breaking the category-to-location association in Block

180 7, after participants were afforded 6 blocks of incidental experience with the category-to-location

181 association in the visuomotor task (Figure 2B, 2C). There was no significant RT Cost for Block 7

182 wherein the category-to-location association was disrupted in Exp 2, indicating no robust

183 incidental learning after the 6 practice blocks [t(23) = .43, p = .66, Cohen’s d = .08, MBlock7 =

184 466.1 ms, SEBlock7 = 13.8 ms; MBlock6 = 461.9 ms, SEBlock6 = 17.28 ms]. In Exp 3, in which

185 participants experienced within-category variability on each visuomotor trial, there was a

186 significant RT Cost indicative of incidental category learning on Day-1 [t(21) = 2.77, p = .01,
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187 Cohen’s d = .59, MBlock7 = 446.06 ms, SEBlock7 = 16.28 ms; MBlock6 = 409.41 ms, SEBlock6 = 19.13

188 ms].

189

190 Incidental auditory category learning in Exp 3 was also reflected as a decrease in RT across

191 Blocks 1-6 conveying the category-to-location association [F(5, 105) = 2.87, p = .01, ηp² = .12].

192 Response time was facilitated in Blocks 4-6 (MBlocks4-6 = 407.6 ms, SEBlocks4-6 = 20.3 ms)

193 compared to the earlier Blocks 1-3 (M Blocks1-3 = 424.5 ms, SEBlocks1-3 = 17.9 ms) [F (1, 21) =

194 7.19, p = .01; ηp² = .25]. This speeding of RT was not at the cost of accuracy (see Appendix 1).

195 This facilitation of RT is unlikely to have been driven by visuomotor task practice and learning as

196 it was not observed in Exp 1, [F (5, 105) = .99, p = .42; ηp² = .04] or in Exp 2 [F(5, 115) = .30, p

197 = .91; ηp² = .01], in which incidental category learning was not evident as an RT Cost. Thus, the

198 RT facilitation across Exp 3 Blocks 1-6 can be ascribed, at least in part, to within-session

199 incidental learning of the auditory categories.

200

201 Despite shared category exemplars, equivalent exemplar variability at the experiment level and

202 common visuomotor task demands, Exp 2 and Exp 3 led to different single-session outcomes.

203 Single-session category learning was more robust when multiple exemplars of the same

204 category preceded each trial’s visuomotor target (Exp 3) than when a single exemplar was

205 repeatedly presented before the target and thus exemplar variability was experienced only

206 across trials (Exp 2). This differential pattern of results is consistent with the notion of per-trial

207 many-to-one auditory-to-visuomotor correspondence serving as a ‘representational glue’ to

208 (better) bind together acoustically distinct sound exemplars to enhance incidental category

209 learning compared to cross-trial binding.

210

211 Incidental Category Knowledge Emerges by Day-2 Even When Not Behaviorally Evident

212 on Day-1. Yet, examination of visuomotor task performance on Day-2 suggests that it may not
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213 be justified to conclude that no incidental learning took place on Day-1 of Exp 2 (Figure 2B). A

214 significant RT Cost emerged by Day-2 of Exp 2, indicative of incidental auditory category

215 learning [t(23) = 2.78, p = .01; Cohen’s d = .56]. Disrupting the category-to-location association

216 in Block 10 led to slower visuomotor responses (MBlock10 = 449.13 ms, SEBlock10 = 14.79 ms) than

217 in the preceding Block 9 in which the association was present (MBlock9 = 426.7 ms, SEBlock9 = 17.2

218 ms). Thus, a significant RT Cost to visual target detection evolved and was incurred when the

219 category-to-location association was disrupted – but only after a post-learning interval.

220

221 Similarly, a Day-2 RT Cost was evident in Exp 3 [t (21) = 2.18, p = .04; Cohen’s d = .46], with

222 slower visuomotor responses upon disruption of the category-to-location association (MBlocks10=

223 415.01 ms, S.E.Blocks10= 12.58 ms) compared to the preceding block (MBlocks9= 385.35 ms,

224 S.E.Blocks9= 18.33 ms). Here, the magnitude of the RT Cost was as large on Day-2 as on Day-1

225 [t(21) = .64, p = .52; Cohen’s d = .11; Figure 2C] indicating maintenance, but not further

226 evolution, of incidental category learning across sessions.

227

228 There also were offline gains in the speed of visuomotor task responses, expressed as a

229 facilitation in RT from the last block of Day-1 to the first block of Day-2, that were apparent in

230 both Exp 2 [t(1, 23) = -2.15, p = .04; Cohen’s d = -.42] and Exp 3 [t(1, 21) = -2.35, p = .028;

231 Cohen’s d = -.5], with faster responses to the visual target on the first block of Day-2 than the

232 last block of Day-1 (mean difference 17.7 ms Exp 2, 37.4 ms Exp 3; Figure 2). These delayed

233 gains in speed were not at the cost of accuracy [see Appendix 1-figure 1 and Appendix 1]. In

234 view of the robust offline gains observed in Exp 1 when no sounds were present, these gains

235 are most likely to be attributable to visuomotor learning, but there is the possibility of concurrent

236 benefits from category learning.

237
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238 We conducted an additional analysis to be sure that encountering the random Block 7 on Day-1

239 did not artificially slow RT in Block 8 (the last block of Day-1). This is important because slower

240 RTs in the last block of Day-1 due to interference from the prior, random block might

241 masquerade as an offline gain in the first block of Day-2. For Exp 2, the RTs of the first and last

242 halves of Block 8 did not differ significantly [t(46) = -.204, p = .839, Cohen’s d = .005] and there

243 was no significant RT difference between Blocks 6 and 8 [t(46) = -.717, p = .476, Cohen’s d =

244 .207]. The same held for Exp 3: RTs in the first and second halves of Block 8 did not differ [t(44)

245 = .340, p = .735, Cohen’s d = .100] nor did they differ between Blocks 6 and 8 [t(42) = -.480, p =

246 .633, Cohen's d = .14]. In all, there was no evidence of interference by Block 7, or of a loss of

247 performance from Blocks 6 to 8 that could explain the observed offline gains.

248

249 We also conducted a control study to examine the possibility that the offline gains in auditory

250 category knowledge observed in Exp 2 may be attributed to the additional practice afforded in

251 the first block on Day-2 (Block 9), rather than attributable to an overnight consolidation process.

252 A new sample of participants performed the SMART task in a single session separated by a 3-

253 hour daytime break between Blocks 1-8 and Blocks 9-11 that did not include sleep. There was

254 no difference in the magnitude of RT Cost in the blocks preceding versus following the break

255 [t(20) = -1.10, p = .28; Cohen’s d = .26]. Thus, we conclude that the offline gains in auditory

256 category knowledge observed in Exp 2 are unlikely to be attributable to practice from Day-2

257 Block 9, and instead point to offline gains.

258

259 Incidental Category Learning is Well-Retained on Day-10. Incidental category knowledge, as

260 reflected in the RT Cost incurred by Day-2, remained robust across a 9-day interval. There were

261 significant RT Costs on Day-10 in Exp 2 [t(23) = 2.76, p = .01; Cohen’s d = .56; Figure 2B] and

262 Exp 3 [t(21) = 2.25 p = .03; Cohen’s d = .47; Figure 2C] and, moreover, the magnitude of the RT

263 Costs on Day-10 were as large as those attained on Day-2 in both Exp 2 [t(23) = -.62, p = .54;
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264 Cohen’s d = .08] and Exp 3 [t(21) = .20, p = .83; Cohen’s d = .03]. (See Supplementary File 1

265 for a full comparison of cross-experiment performance).

266

267 Individual Participant’s RT Costs Across Sessions. We examined whether individual

268 participant’s RT Costs were correlated across sessions (Pearson correlations, Bonferroni-

269 corrected p<0.017 significant). In Exp 2, participants’ RT Costs on Day-1 and Day-2 were

270 significantly correlated (r = .737, p = .001), as were the RT Costs incurred on Day-2 and Day-10

271 (r = .778, p = .001), and Day-1 and Day-10 (r=.571, p=.004). The same pattern was found in

272 Exp 3, with significant correlations between participants’ RT costs incurred on Day-1 and Day 2-

273 (r = .670, p = .001), as well as Day-2 and Day-10 RT Costs (r = .730, p = .001) and Day-1 and

274 Day-10 (r = .614, p = .002).

275

276 Incidental Category Learning Generalizes to Novel Sound Exemplars. An explicit labeling

277 task followed the SMART task on Day-10 (Figure 1B) to examine generalization of category

278 knowledge to novel sounds (Figure 3A). Novel sound exemplars were randomly, but equally,

279 drawn from each of the four auditory categories and each exemplar was repeated five times.

280 Participants indicated the expected visual target location (no target appeared). Category

281 knowledge generalized to support placing novel sounds in the appropriate location associated

282 with its category at above-chance levels in Exp 2 for both category types (Figure 1A)

283 [unidimensional categories: t(23) = 2.89, p = .008; Cohen’s d = .57; multidimensional: t(23) =

284 3.104, p = .005; Cohen’s d = .60]. Categorization performance was not dependent on whether

285 the category was defined by a unidimensional acoustic cue (rising vs. falling frequency of one

286 component of the complex sound) or by more complex, multidimensional, acoustic regularities,

287 [t(23)=.73, p = .47; Cohen’s d = .07] (15).

288
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289 Category knowledge also generalized to novel sounds in Exp 3 [unidimensional: t(21) = 3.77, p

290 = .001; Cohen’s d=.78, multidimensional: t(21) = 2.52, p = .01; Cohen’s d=.53] although here

291 performance in the unidimensional categories was more accurate compared to multidimensional

292 categories [t(21)=.3.11, p = .005; Cohen’s d = .37].

293

294 We also compared generalization to novel exemplars across Exp 2 and Exp 3. Overall,

295 generalization to novel exemplars did not differ across experiments, [t(44)=.54, p = .58; Cohen’s

296 d = .18].

297

298 Incidental Category Learning Predicts Explicit Category Labeling and Generalization on

299 Day-10. We examined the extent to which the covert RT Cost measure of incidental category

300 learning predicted participants’ ability to subsequently generalize category knowledge by the

301 end of Day-10 (Figure 3B). In both Exp 2 and Exp 3, the magnitude of a participant’s RT Cost

302 on Day-1, Day-2, and Day-10 was highly predictive of the accuracy of category generalization in

303 an explicit category labeling task on Day-10 (Figure 3). This held true also in follow-up analyses

304 based on a median split in explicit labeling accuracy that better accommodates the clustering

305 evident in participants’ performance. Thus, a median split of participants based on their explicit

306 labeling accuracy on Day-10 into two subgroups, high-performing and low-performing showed,

307 In Exp 2, that the high-performing subgroup had a tendency to exhibit greater RT Costs,

308 compared to the low-performing subgroup, on Day-2 [t(22) = -1.79, p = .08, Cohen's d = -.733]

309 and on Day-10 [t(22) = -2.07, p = .05, Cohen's d =.-.846] although the subgroups did not differ

310 on Day-1, (t(22) = -1.30, p = .21, Cohen's d = -.533]. In Exp 3, the high-performing subgroup

311 exhibited significantly greater RT Costs than the low-performing subgroup on Day-2 [t (20) = -

312 3.82, p = .001; Cohen's d = -.721] and Day-10 [t(20) = -2.68, p = .014, Cohen's d = -1.144],

313 although, here too, the subgroups’ RT Costs did not differ on Day-1 [t(20) = -1.69, p=.106;

314 Cohen's d=-.721].
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315

316 However, the overnight, offline gains in SMART performance (the facilitation in RT between

317 sessions) were not predictive of the ability to categorize novel stimuli accurately on Day-10

318 (Figure 3C). Together with the results of Exp 1 demonstrating robust overnight gains with no

319 sounds, the lack of a relationship between overnight gains and category generalization argues

320 that skill consolidation in the visuomotor task is likely to be the primary driver of overnight RT

321 facilitation. This, in turn, suggests that two contemporaneous learning processes – visuomotor

322 task learning and incidental category learning – are evident in the present results.

323

324 Comparison of Experiment 2 versus Experiment 3 Outcomes. (See Supplementary File 1)

325

326 Discussion

327

328 Given the complexity of everyday situations, ostensibly unrelated perceptual regularities that are

329 not necessary for the execution of a given task may align with the task-related input or

330 responses. The current results suggest that when such alignments occur, substantial learning

331 can take place incidentally, rather than intentionally -- without overt instruction, explicit call for

332 perceptual decisions, directed attention, or feedback. After a relatively brief experience

333 practicing a simple visuomotor task in which acoustic input is unnecessary for task performance,

334 young adults learn about auditory category structure of the sounds and use it to hone

335 visuomotor response. This learning extends beyond simple auditory-to-visuomotor mappings

336 because it generalizes to support categorization of sounds not previously encountered.

337 Participants thus process repeated information and establish new knowledge to support

338 behavior, even when it is not strictly necessary – as in the SMART, a simple visuomotor task

339 that can be completed with high accuracy without any reliance on the sounds.
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340

341 The current results underscore an important outcome of the SMART training experience:

342 category knowledge emerging from incidental experience is further elaborated and consolidated

343 into long-term memory after the termination of the initial session. There was evidence for robust

344 within-session, “online”, auditory category learning in Exp 3, however, there was no clear-cut

345 evidence for auditory category learning during the first session of Exp 2. Nevertheless, by the

346 second session of Exp 2 learners’ performance became significantly reliant on the availability of

347 the sound categories, indicating that auditory category learning had occurred and, nine days

348 later, their generalization of category knowledge was as robust as that of learners in Exp 3.

349 Therefore, in addition to performance gains that can be observed as “online learning” within a

350 single training session, gains reflecting the setting up and utilization of the new sound

351 categories occur post-session and can be expressed as “offline” gains after the training

352 experience has ended (32).

353

354 These latter, delayed gains emerging in the post learning interval are believed to reflect memory

355 consolidation -- the process by which memories become less susceptible to interference and

356 are honed to represent new “how to” knowledge (24, 26, 27). Offline gains can be sleep-

357 dependent (33, 34), but can occur also after a wakefulness period (35). Since our protocol

358 included a sleep interval, sleep-dependent consolidation may play a role, but future studies

359 using polysomnography to relate sleep parameters with offline gains would be needed to

360 resolve this question. At present, the results indicate the existence of a post-session memory

361 consolidation phase in incidental category learning within which category knowledge is

362 elaborated to a degree that it can be expressed in subsequent performance, even if it was not

363 apparent by the end of the learning session.

364
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365 The many-to-one correspondence of category exemplars and visuomotor task demands may

366 have been instrumental in prompting these different learning trajectories. Overall, a change in

367 the way that within-category exemplar variability was experienced (across or within trials) had a

368 profound influence on the course of incidental learning. The distinct course of learning observed

369 in Exp 2 and Exp 3 is especially notable considering that the experiments shared the same task

370 settings and demands, identical acoustic stimuli, equivalent overall exemplar variability (across

371 the experiment) and the same protocol of visuomotor practice. A tighter coupling of exemplar

372 variability to visuomotor task demands (Exp 3) proved advantageous in early learning, but

373 ultimately did not confer a benefit to long-term retention and generalization at the final session.

374 This pattern of results is resonant with the notion that better within-session (online) learning may

375 not necessarily lead to better retention across longer time periods (36) and with previous

376 research reporting greater overnight consolidation of auditory regularities among poor online

377 learners (37) as well as reports that difficult auditory regularities are more likely to be

378 consolidated if a night of sleep is afforded (38). Nonetheless, we observe that participants’ early

379 learning in the first session was predictive of learning evident in subsequent sessions.

380

381 Importantly, what is consolidated and retained in the long run appears to constitute category

382 knowledge rather than a lasting mnemonic trace of the specific sound exemplars that were

383 actually encountered, since learners were able to generalize to novel exemplars nine days after

384 the initial learning experience. Prior studies of incidental learning in the SMART task found that

385 the RT Cost was absent when sounds provided no category-to-visual target regularity (23, 39)

386 or when sounds deterministically mapped to targets, but not in a manner that preserved

387 underlying category regularities (11). RT Costs were also absent when novel category-

388 consistent exemplars were introduced in the SMART (11). Collectively, these findings point to

389 the development of category knowledge that extends beyond auditory-visual-motor

390 associations; the findings cannot be explained by a non-specific cost to performance resulting
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391 from a change in the auditory environment. Relatedly, prior studies make clear that category

392 learning does not reliably occur across passive observation of the auditory-visual patterns in the

393 SMART task, or when participants make a category-nonspecific, generic motor response to

394 report simply the presence of a visual target (39). Instead, the relationship of auditory

395 regularities defining a category to distinct visuomotor task demands appears to be the

396 ‘representational glue’ that binds distinct exemplars together to develop category knowledge

397 that generalizes to novel exemplars consistent with the category regularities (11, 39).

398

399 RT facilitation in the SMART task may capture both the development of auditory category

400 knowledge and more general skills such as the visual stimulus-response mapping. We

401 attempted to dissociate these types of knowledge by comparing RT in a block in which

402 category-to-target regularities were present and a subsequent block in which the regularities

403 were disrupted, yielding a RT Cost. The RT Cost afforded a graded measure of how much a

404 participant’s performance depended on the correspondence of the auditory category and the

405 visuomotor task demands. Importantly, the RT Cost is elicited only with some level of category

406 knowledge. We included a final block re-introducing the category-target regularities to enable

407 participants to return to the trained task conditions. This regularity-random-regularity structure

408 allowed us to assess the development of a specific reliance (in SMART execution) on

409 (emerging) auditory category knowledge across time, independently of the general gains that

410 could be reflected in the random block performance. Despite its advantages, this approach

411 leaves open the possibility that category reactivation across the SMART task may have

412 influenced generalization assessed in the final session. It will be important for future

413 investigations to refine our understanding of a possible contribution of retained category

414 knowledge to generalization, independent of the potential for mnemonic ‘reactivation’ by re-

415 performing the SMART task.

416
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417 The nature of the category regularity associated with the visuomotor target had an influence on

418 learning, at least in Exp 3 where post-test categorization was more accurate for unidimensional,

419 compared to multidimensional, categories. This is consistent with prior research (11, 39) under

420 single-session incidental training conditions. It has been suggested that there is a complex

421 relationship between how categories are defined by a single, or multiple, input dimensions, and

422 whether the distributions defining the categories are deterministic (as they were here) or

423 probabilistic in their sampling on the one hand, and whether training is incidental or driven by

424 overt feedback on the other (14). It will be important for future research to assess whether – as

425 in visual category learning under overt training conditions (8) – an advantage for unidimensional

426 category learning in incidental training relates to the affordance of being more easily

427 verbalizable.

428

429 Our data presents a cautionary note for learning research, very generally. The observation of

430 offline learning gains even for the simple visuomotor task without auditory stimuli in Exp 1

431 makes the case that we must be attentive to how even the simplest task demands can trigger

432 task-specific learning that may masquerade as other forms of learning. Without Exp 1 as a

433 baseline, it would be easy to attribute the robust facilitation of RT across sessions to auditory

434 category learning. Instead, this facilitation appears to be largely driven by robust post-session,

435 consolidation phase changes in the execution of the visuomotor task -- visuomotor learning

436 unrelated to the availability of an auditory input. This can explain the finding of no relationship

437 between the RT facilitation across sessions and category generalization in the final session in

438 Exp 2 and 3. Nevertheless, there remains the prospect that visuomotor learning interacts with

439 incidental auditory category learning. In the context of the more difficult category learning

440 challenge afforded in Exp 2, the offline gains evident in RT facilitation between-sessions were

441 smaller than those observed in either the purely visuomotor task of Exp 1 or the less challenging

442 auditory category learning of Exp 3. This leaves open the possibility that incidental auditory
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443 category learning and visuomotor learning may interact, so that overall SMART performance is

444 constrained under conditions of more challenging auditory category learning.

445

446 At the broadest level, the present results speak to debates on how sensory experiences –

447 across any modality and, indeed, between modalities -- accumulate to convey regularities that

448 ultimately structure knowledge. Understanding how organisms come to treat physically distinct

449 objects that share deeper statistical structure as functionally equivalent is central to

450 understanding cognition. Yet, most of what we know about category learning has come from

451 studies examining learning under explicit training with overt feedback. In these situations,

452 participants typically know of the existence of categories (at least via the number of response

453 options), actively make category decisions via a motor response, and learn from explicit

454 feedback about the correctness of the decisions. We know much less about incidental learning,

455 when active engagement in behavior involves multiple sources of sensory input, some of which

456 may be, unbeknownst to learner or teacher, coherently structured and not explicitly categorized.

457

458 Our results show that incidental learning continues to evolve after the learning experience has

459 ended, i.e., in the interval following the learning-training session. Brief, incidental experience

460 with novel sound categories that align with a very simple visuomotor task led young adult

461 participants to capitalize on the presence of auditory stimuli, despite the lack of a simple

462 stimulus-response association, to support visuomotor task performance. Our results show

463 clearly that the learning process initiated in the session continues in the post-session interval

464 resulting in delayed gains in the ability of the learners to subsequently employ the new auditory

465 knowledge in performing the visuomotor task. In capitalizing on the auditory stimuli learners

466 seem to build lasting category representations that support both the long-term retention of the

467 new auditory category knowledge and its generalization to similar, novel sensory experiences

468 nine days later. Consistent with prior reports of consolidation phase offline gains for category
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469 knowledge (40-42), our findings are resonant with research in motor (29) and perceptual

470 domains (32, 38, 43) indicating the existence of a consolidation phase in the development of

471 skills (24, 27, 33, 44) and extend these findings to incidental category learning. In this regard,

472 the results may be particularly relevant in understanding speech category learning, which

473 proceeds incidentally without explicit feedback. (13, 45).

474

475
476 Materials and Methods

477 Participants. Eighty-seven healthy young adult participants were recruited from the University

478 of Haifa community. All individuals had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, reported normal

479 hearing, and received payment or course credit for participation. The study was approved by the

480 Institutional Review Board of the University of Haifa and was conducted in accordance with the

481 Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants, who were

482 compensated for their participation in the study (120 new Israeli shekels, approximately $30).

483 Previous research using the same stimuli, paradigm and cross-participant manipulation of

484 exemplar variability revealed large between-subject effect sizes for RT Cost (i.e., Cohen's d of

485 0.76). A power analysis (calculated using Gpower software; 46) indicates that a one-tailed

486 between-subject effect requires 44 participants to reach statistical power at a 0.80 level (alpha =

487 .05). Therefore, with a total sample of 46 participants (across Exp 2 and Exp 3) the study was

488 adequately powered to detect differences arising from the exemplar variability manipulation

489 (47).

490 Twenty-two subjects (12 females; 27.27 ± 5.02, 19 y to 34 y old), twenty-four subjects (12

491 females 26.62 y ± 4.75 y, 20 to 42 y old) and twenty-two subjects (12 females, 24.81 y ± 2.78 y,

492 20 y to 32 y old) participated in Exp 1, 2, and 3, respectively. An additional twenty-one

493 participants (18 females; 27.27 ± 5.02, 20 y to 27 y old) participated in the control experiment.

494
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495 Stimuli. Figure 1A illustrates four novel nonspeech auditory categories, drawn from prior

496 research (11, 12, 15, 18, 19, 48, 49). The sounds defining these categories possess some of

497 the spectrotemporal complexity of speech, but are unequivocally nonspeech owing to their noise

498 and square wave sources (15). Each category has 6 exemplars used in training and 5

499 exemplars withheld from training to test generalization on Day 10 (not shown in Figure 1A).

500 Exemplars from each category are defined by a steady-state frequency and a transition in each

501 of two spectral peaks (Figure 1A; higher-frequency solid colored peak varying across exemplars

502 vs. lower-frequency dotted grey peak common across exemplars). Exemplars were acoustically

503 similar within and across categories (49). Two categories (Category A, Category B in Figure 1A)

504 are defined by a unidimensional acoustic cue (up- or down-sweep in frequency of the higher-

505 frequency component). The other two categories are defined in a more complex,

506 multidimensional perceptual space such that no one acoustic cue uniquely defines category

507 membership (15, 49; Category C, Category D in Figure 1A). This multidimensional structure

508 models structures present in phonetic categories, such as categorizing /d/ across syllables

509 ending with various vowels (15, 50), thereby capturing a learning challenge of phonetic

510 acquisition. Prior results demonstrate that the dimensions defining these categories are not

511 easily described verbally and are not well-learned via passive exposure alone (15, 49). Each

512 exemplar was 250 ms and exemplars were matched in root-mean-square amplitude.

513

514 Systematic Multimodal Association Time (SMART) Task. In the SMART task, participants

515 rapidly detect the appearance of a visual target in one of four possible screen locations and

516 report its position by pressing a key corresponding to the visual location (Figure 1A). This simple

517 visuomotor task is practiced across three experimental sessions (Figure 1B) in each of the three

518 experiments. In Exp 2 and Exp 3, but not in Exp 1, a brief sequence of ostensibly task-irrelevant

519 sounds precedes each visual target, presented diotically over headphones (Beyer, DT-150) at a

520 comfortable listening level in a sound-attenuated booth with participants seated directly in front
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521 of the computer monitor on which the visual target appears. Unknown to participants, the

522 sounds are drawn from one of four distinct categories (Figure 1A). Thus, there is a multimodal

523 (auditory category to visual location) correspondence that relates the acoustically variable

524 sound category exemplars to a consistent visual target location and response. This mapping is

525 many-to-one, such that multiple, acoustically-variable sound category exemplars are associated

526 with a single visual location (and response). Therefore, since auditory categories perfectly

527 predict the location of the upcoming visual detection target and the corresponding response

528 button to be pressed, learning to treat the acoustically variable sounds as functionally equivalent

529 may facilitate visual detection without requiring overt sound categorization decisions or even

530 awareness of category structure. The SMART task makes it possible to investigate whether

531 participants learn auditory categories incidentally, across practice of a visuomotor task that does

532 not involve auditory category decisions, directed attention to the sound exemplars, or feedback.

533 Participants first completed 8 practice trials to become familiar with the visuomotor response.

534 For Exp 2 and Exp 3, sounds preceded visual targets in these practice trials, but there was no

535 consistent category-to-location relationship. Immediately thereafter, there were six training

536 blocks (96 trials, 4 sound categories x 6 exemplars x 4 repetitions; Figure 1B) for which there

537 was a perfect mapping between auditory category and upcoming visual target location. In the

538 seventh block (48 trials), any sound exemplar could precede presentation of the visual target in

539 any position; sound category no longer predicted the position in which the visual target would

540 appear and the five sounds preceding a visual target were selected randomly (see below). An

541 eighth block on Day 1 restored the relationship between sound category and the location of the

542 upcoming visual target. Exp 1 differed only in that no sounds preceded the visual target,

543 providing a control task that involved only visuomotor task practice without the opportunity for

544 auditory category learning. Approximately twenty-four hours later on Day 2, participants

545 completed a 96-trial training block and a shorter (48 trial) random-mapping block and a final 96-

546 trial training block to restore the mapping. On Day 10, participants completed three blocks with a
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547 structure identical to Day 2. Response time (RT) was measured from the onset of the visual

548 target to a button press and a RT Cost incurred as a result of eliminating the auditory category

549 to location mapping was defined as the difference in RT for the Random block (Blocks 7, 10, 13)

550 and the training block that preceded it (Blocks 6, 9, 12, respectively).

551

552 The control experiment was run using a protocol identical to the one used in Exp 2, except that

553 the two sessions corresponding to Day-1 (Blocks 1-8) and Day-2 (Blocks 9-11) were run on the

554 same day with just 3 hours, and no sleep interval were afforded between the two sessions. The

555 control experiment was not extended to Day-10.

556

557 Explicit Labeling Task. Subsequent to the SMART task blocks (Blocks 12, 13, 14) on Day 10,

558 (and after Block 11 in the single-session control experiment) there was an explicit labeling task

559 in which novel sound exemplars drawn from one of the four auditory categories, and never

560 experienced in the prior sessions, were presented on each of 96 trials and participants selected

561 the location at which the visual target was expected; no target appeared. Generalization of

562 category knowledge was defined as the proportion of trials for which the location selected

563 matched the category-to-location mapping experienced across the training sessions. There was

564 no explicit labeling task for Exp 1 (since there were no sounds).

565

566 Experimental Design. Three separate groups of participants engaged in visuomotor practice

567 across the three sessions on Day 1, Day 2 and Day 10 (Figure 1C). Participants in Exp 1

568 practiced the visuomotor SMART task exclusively; no sounds preceded the visual target. This

569 provided a measure of task-related learning and consolidation induced by the visuomotor task,

570 apart from auditory category learning. Participants in Exp 2 and Exp 3 practiced this same

571 visuomotor SMART task, but on each trial five sound exemplars preceded the appearance of

572 the visual target. Exp 2 and Exp 3 differed in how within-category acoustic variability was
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573 organized across trials (while remaining equivalent at the experiment level). In Exp 2, a single

574 category exemplar was chosen and presented five times preceding the visual target such that

575 within-category exemplar variability was experienced across but not within trials. In Exp 3, five

576 unique exemplars were randomly selected (without replacement) from the six category

577 exemplars and presented in a random order. In each experiment, the sound categories perfectly

578 predicted the upcoming target location and, across trials, the within-category variability

579 experienced by participants was equivalent at the experiment level across Exp 2 and 3. Prior

580 research (11) suggested that incidental auditory category learning would be less efficient in a

581 single session of Exp 2 compared to Exp 3 and so this manipulation allowed for examination of

582 patterns of consolidation across weaker (Exp 2) versus more robust (Exp 3) single-session

583 learning.

584

585 Data Analyses. In computing response time (RT), trials for which there was a visual detection

586 error (2.4% Exp 1; 2% Exp 2; 3% Exp 3, 3% control experiment) or RT longer than 1500 ms or

587 shorter than 100 ms from all trials (1% Exp 1; 1% trials Exp 2; 3% Exp 3; 1.6% control

588 experiment) were excluded from analyses.

589

590 We assessed learning, consolidation, retention, and generalization with several measures: 1)

591 Offline facilitation of RT served as a learning measure (19) across all three experiments.

592 Comparison of the last block of Day-1 (or Day-2) and the first block of Day-2 (or Day-10) was

593 accomplished with paired-samples t-tests; 2) Incidental auditory category learning in each

594 session of Exp 2 and Exp 3 was examined as the RT Cost of eliminating the category-to-

595 location correspondence experienced in training blocks (Figure 1B). The difference in RT to

596 respond to the visual target in each Random block (Blocks 7, 10, 13) compared to the RT in the

597 training block immediately preceding it (Blocks 6, 9, 12, respectively; Figure 1B) was assessed

598 with paired-samples t-test comparisons; 3) Generalization of category knowledge to exemplars
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599 not experienced in training was measured as accuracy in reporting location in the explicit

600 labeling task according to the category-to-location mapping experienced in practicing the

601 visuomotor SMART task. Since the auditory categories are novel, and could be acquired only in

602 the context of the experiment, accuracy was assessed relative to chance (25%) with a one-

603 tailed t-test; 4) The relationships of generalization of category knowledge to RT Cost and Offline

604 Gains were assessed using correlation analyses; 5) The possibility of a trade-off in response

605 time and accuracy was examined such that similar analyses conducted on RT were also

606 calculated for accuracy data [See Appendix 1-figure 1 and Appendix 1]. Here the difference in

607 accuracy to respond to the visual target in each Random block (Blocks 7, 10, 13) was compared

608 to accuracy in the training block immediately preceding it (Blocks 6, 9, 12, respectively) and was

609 termed as Accuracy Cost.

610

611 Availability of Data and Code

612 Anonymized data and code to reproduce the results presented here are available at

613 https://osf.io/7y2nx/
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756 Figure 1. Overview of Stimuli and Paradigm. (A) Four nonspeech auditory categories are
757 defined across six exemplars (differentiated by the higher-frequency component shown as
758 different colors on the same axes, with a common lower-frequency component shown as a 759

dashed grey line). Categories A and B are characterized by a unidimensional acoustic attribute
760 (offset rises or falls) whereas Categories C and D cannot be defined by a single acoustic 761

attribute and instead are multidimensional, with distributional structure in higher-order 762
perception space (see 15). In the Systematic Multimodal Association Reaction Time (SMART)

763 task each auditory category uniquely predicts the upcoming location of a visual target. 764
Participants respond with a keypress to indicate the visual target location. (B) Each of three 765
experiments involves three behavioral testing sessions (Day 1, Day 2, Day 10). The blocks 766
labeled ‘train’ involve a consistent mapping from auditory category to visual target location (and

767 visuomotor response), as shown in (A). Blocks 7, 10, and 13 destroy this relationship through
768 randomization of sounds to locations to examine the impact on visuomotor response (as a 769

response time cost). Examination of performance on Day 2 and Day 10 informs offline gains 770
(response time facilitation), consolidation of incidental category learning, and its retention. A

771 final overt labeling task on Day 10 measures generalization of incidental category learning to
772 novel category exemplars (not plotted in Panel A) in an overt labeling task. (C) Exp 1 examines
773 visuomotor task demands without auditory exemplars preceding the visual target to characterize
774 putative visuomotor learning, consolidation and retention. Exp 2 examines incidental auditory
775 category when, on each trial, a single category exemplar is repeated 5 times and predicts the
776 upcoming location of the visual target; exemplars variability is experienced across, not within,
777 trials. Exp 3 examines incidental learning when within-category variability is more tightly coupled
778 to visuomotor task demands; five unique exemplars are sampled from a category on each trial
779 and, as in Exp 2, the category identity predicts the location of the upcoming visual target.

780
781 Figure 2. Visuomotor SMART Task Behavior (RT). Across all panels, the leftmost graph 782

shows the mean and standard error of the response time (RT) to respond to the visual target, 783
with individual participants’ data plotted as light grey dots across blocks in Day-1, Day-2 and 784
Day-10 sessions. The middle graph plots the RT Cost of the Random block (Blocks 7, 10, 13) 785
as a function of the preceding block. The rightmost graph shows the offline gain from the last 786
block of a preceding session to the first block of the next session (Day-1 to Day-2, Day2 to Day-787
10). (A) Exp 1 characterizes putative visuomotor learning, consolidation and retention without

788 sounds preceding visual targets. (B) In Exp 2, a consistent category-to-location association is
789 conveyed by a single category exemplar, repeated five times on a trial; different exemplars 790

occurred on different trials. (C) In Exp 3, the consistent category-to-location association was
791 conveyed by five unique category exemplars sampled from the category on each trial.

792
793 Figure 3. Retention and Generalization of Category Knowledge. (A) Participants label novel
794 category exemplars at the end of the Day-10 session at above chance performance for both 795

unidimensional and multidimensional categories in Exp 2 and Exp 3 (minimum p level=.019).
796 (B) Generalization of category knowledge in the Day-10 explicit labeling task was positively
797 associated with RT Cost for each session (Day-1, Day-2, and Day-10) for both Exp 2 and Exp 3.
798 (C) In contrast, generalization of category knowledge in the Day-10 explicit labeling task was not
799 associated with offline gains in RT (from Day-1 to Day-2 and from Day-2 to Day-10), consistent
800 with observation of offline gains in the Exp 1 visuomotor task with no auditory stimuli.
801
802
803       Appendix 1-figure 1. Visuomotor SMART Task Behavior (Accuracy). Across all panels,
804       the leftmost graph shows the mean and standard error of accuracy in responding to the visual
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805 target, with individual participants’ data plotted as light grey dots across blocks in Day 1, Day 2
806 and Day 10 sessions. The middle graph plots the Accuracy Cost of the Random block (Blocks 7,
807 10, 13) as a function of the preceding block. The rightmost graph shows the offline gain from the
808 last block of a preceding session to the first block of the next session (Day 1 to 2, Day 2 to 10). 809

(A) Exp 1 characterizes putative visuomotor learning, consolidation and retention without 810
sounds preceding visual targets. (B) In Exp 2, a consistent category-to-location association is

811 conveyed by a single category exemplar, repeated five times on a trial; different exemplars 812
occurred on different trials. (C) In Exp 3, the consistent category-to-location association was

813 conveyed by five unique category exemplars sampled from the category on each trial.

814
815 Supplementary File 1. Comparison of Experiment 2 versus Experiment 3 Outcomes.
816 Supplemental Table 1 - RT Facilitation as a function of Experiment, ANOVA. Supplemental
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1 Appendix 1

2 Response Accuracy in the SMART Task

3 Analyses of visuomotor response accuracy (correctly reporting the location of the

4 suprathreshold visual target) were calculated to exclude the possibility of a RT-accuracy

5 tradeoff.

6

7 Offline gains in accuracy in Experiment 1. Accuracy was stable across the first 8 blocks of

8 training on Day-1,[ F (7, 147) = .57, p = .77; ηp² = .02 , Appendix 1—figure 1A]. However,

9 accuracy in reporting visual location was significantly higher (more accurate) in the first block of

10 Day-2 (M = .98, S.E. = .003) than in the final block of Day-1 (M = .97, S.E. = .005), t (21) = 2.65,

11 p = .01, Cohen’s d=.57. Moreover, accurate responses were robustly maintained across a nine-

12 day interval [final block of Day-2, M = .97, S.E. = .004, to the 1st block of Day-10, M = .98, S.E.

13 =.004; t(21) = 1.08, p = .29]. Therefore, the gains in RT (for reporting the target) were not at the

14 cost of accuracy.

15

16 No accuracy Cost in Day-1 (Experiments 2, 3). (Appendix 1—figure 1B, C). There was no

17 cost in accuracy levels on Day-1 in Exp 2 [t(23) = -1.11, p = .27; Cohen’s d=.23. MBlock7 = .97,

18 S.E. =.006, MBlock6 = .97, S.E. =.003] nor in Exp 3 in which participants experienced within-

19 category variability on each visuomotor trial, [t (21) = -.27, p = .78; Cohen’s d=.03. MBlock7 = .97,

20 S.E. =.005, MBlock6 = .97, S.E. =.004]. Therefore, RT Cost effects on Day-1 in experiment 2, 3

21 were not driven by a change (increase) in accuracy.

22

23 RT facilitation in Experiment 3. In Exp 3, accurate responses to the visual target did not

24 change across the 6 blocks preceding the Random block on Day-1, [F (5, 105) = .03, p = .99,



25 ηp² = .001]. Therefore, gains in speed observed in Exp 3 (RT facilitation) were not at the cost of

26 accuracy.

27

28 Overnight offline gains in Experiment 2 no loss in accuracy in Exp 3. As can be seen in

29 Appendix 1—figure 1B,C responses to the visual target improved overnight; on Day-2

30 participants were more accurate than on Day-1 in Exp 2, [t(23) = 2.21, p = .03; Cohen’s d=.45].

31 In Exp 3, accuracy on Day 2 did not differ from that attained in Day 1 [t(21) = 1.25, p = .22;

32 Cohen’s d=.5]. Again, this suggests that delayed gains in speed were not at the cost of

33 accuracy.

34

35 Accuracy Cost in Day-1 vs. Day-2 (Experiments 2-3). There was no significant decline in the

36 magnitude of the accuracy cost (random minus repeated blocks) from Day-1 to Day-2 for either

37 Exp 2, [t (23) = -.78, p = .44; Cohen’s d=.19], or Exp 3, [t (21)= 2.05, p=.052; Cohen’s d=.53].

38 Therefore, changes in RT Cost observed in Experiment 2 were not driven by changes (increase)

39 in accuracy levels.

40

41 Robust retention (Experiments 2-3). There was no significant decline in visuomotor response

42 accuracy from Day-2 to Day-10 in either Exp 2, [t(23) = 1.25, p = .22; Cohen’s d=.35], or Exp 3,

43 [t(21) = -1.05, p=.30; Cohen’s d=.44]. Thus, the ability to retain incidentally acquired auditory

44 category knowledge manifested in a consistent RT Cost but not because of a speed accuracy

45 tradeoff in task performance across sessions.

46



47

48 Appendix 1-figure 1. Visuomotor SMART Task Behavior. Across all panels, the leftmost 49
graph shows the mean and standard error of accuracy in responding to the visual target, with 50
individual participants’ data plotted as light grey dots across blocks in Day 1, Day 2 and Day 10 51
sessions. The middle graph plots the Accuracy Cost of the Random block (Blocks 7, 10, 13) as 52
a function of the preceding block. The rightmost graph shows the offline gain from the last block 53
of a preceding session to the first block of the next session (Day 1 to 2, Day 2 to 10). (A) Exp 1 54
characterizes putative visuomotor learning, consolidation and retention without sounds 55
preceding visual targets. (B) In Exp 2, a consistent category-to-location association is conveyed 56
by a single category exemplar, repeated five times on a trial; different exemplars occurred on 57
different trials. (C) In Exp 3, the consistent category-to-location association was conveyed by 58
five unique category exemplars sampled from the category on each trial.
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